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The Power of Habit, Charles Duhigg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary 

 “The Golden Rule of Habit Change: You can’t extinguish a bad habit, you can only change it” 

This book explains the psychology of habits. It explains their origin of habits and how they dictate our 

behaviors. If understood, habits open the door to infinite success. If not, they’re a pervasive cancer 

worse than “Mayhem” from the Allstate commercials.  

What is imperative for you to understand is the power of process over results. Process is doing 10 

pushups every night. Results are losing 5 pounds. Process prevails, while results are a side effect. 
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Phase 1: Plan of Action to Change Your Habits 

Phase 2: Individual Habits 

(This was last in his book, but I think it’s most important for you guys, so I put it first!) 

I: What: What are habits 

II: How: How to create new habits 

III: Why: Golden rule of habit change 

Example: The Toothbrush 

Example: AA 
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Phase 3: Habits of Successful Organizations 

III: How to create habits through accident and design 

II: Willpower is a process driven result 

I: How to spread habits 

Example: Great Atlanta Fire 

Example: Rhode Island Hospital 

Example: Paul O’Neil at Alcoa 
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Phase 1: Plan of Action to Change Your Habits 

This comes from the appendix, but I’m putting it first because it’s the most important part of the book. 

This is his formula for changing habits.  

1: Identify Routine- identify the behavior you want to change. 

 Eating Twinkies as a snack  

2: Experiment with Rewards- Here you’re experimenting with the “routine” part of your habit loop. 

Your reward is what you use to satisfy your habit. For example, say I’m very overweight and need to 

change my snacking. Twinkies is the reward for my current routine of snacking when I’m. I experiment 

with this by replacing the Twinkies with things fruits and vegetables.  

 Replacing Twinkies with fruits/ vegetables 

3: Isolate the Cue- Identify the patterns of your Cue through isolating it through the following 5 

patterns: 

 - Location 

 - Time 

 - Emotional State 

 - Other people 

 - An immediate preceding action 

Now you’ll notice exactly what it is. I personally recommend using the 5 Why’s as well. 

Relate: 5 Why’s Article 

4: Have a plan- simple, after you’ve identified all the forces behind your habit, come up and follow 

through with a plan to abolish this.  

 - My plan would be to grocery shop and prepare everything on Sunday since Twinkies are 

related to a convenience factor.  
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Phase 2: Individual Habits 

This is the foundation to understanding habits.  

-What: What are habits  

 - How: How to create habits 

 - Why: Why do habits change, Golden Rule of Changing Habits 

I.  What: What are Habits 

He starts with the story of Eugene Pauly, a 71 year old man who lost the medial temporal lobe of his 

brain- responsible for memory- to viral encephalitis. Eugene doesn’t remember for more than a minute 

yet remembers everything prior to 1960. If you’ve ever seen 50 first dates, instead of 10 second Tom, he 

was minute Euegene. 

One day, Eugene’s wife takes him for a walk and completely 

loses him for 15 minutes after Euegene starts walking by 

himself. Eugene can’t map out this walk, but every day 

thereafter he takes the same walk around the block. What 

this proves is as much as we think we have control, it’s our 

unconscious calling the shots.  

Further, our unconscious is constantly “chunking”, combining 

sequences of actions into automatic routines, to save effort 

in our every action. Think of when you learned to drive. At 

first you drove in silence. Not until you started to gain 

experience did you actually start blasting the radio. Why? Because we needed our brain to form those 

unconscious actions involved with driving so we could focus on music while driving. Eventually these 

processes code into habits as well without you even recognizing it. Personally, when I’m not in my car I 

have no idea which way to flick the turn single to go left or right. Yet, when I’m physically driving I 

automatically do it before I make a turn. My brain has completely coded that stimulus to a level that my 

brain doesn’t even bother conscious recognition.  

Why does this matter to you? Because you need to harness the power of habit in everything from 

management to product creation.  

Duhigg de-codes this process into a three step loop: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lRYJzwvT0WA
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Step 1: Cue- This is your internal/ external trigger telling your brain which routine to use. For example 

Loneliness/ boredom is an internal trigger that brings the cue of checking Facebook. Seeing a 

commercial is an external cue to whatever that commercial alerts you to.  

Step 2: Routine- The physical, mental, emotional behavior following this Cue. 

Step 3: Reward- The result your searching for. If Facebook, the reward of feeling social interaction/ 

belonging. For the commercial, the result would be using that product.  

Application:  

For DreamerWe, we want to attach ourselves to the feeling of needing knowledge/ being lost. If I have a 

great idea, or don’t know how to incorporate, or just simply need something to spark me, we want to be 

the solution to that internal trigger.  

 Cue: 

Internal Trigger: Need knowledge  When your involved with startups every second 

you need something new you have no idea about 

External Trigger: See a tweet/article that intrigues you 

 Routine:  

  Internal: Refer to your personal learning plan, browse articles, consult with us. 

External: Landing Page, action button to join, join email list, subscribe, etc. 

 Reward: Knowledge, and we make sure that reward is 1/100th of the total reward we can give 

you.  

 

II. How: How to create new habits 

For individuals to gain a habit, they need to see the reward as a solution their problem. 

If I marketed DreamerWe as 100 book summaries, 100 articles, and 100 strategy diagrams we wouldn’t 

gain much traction. Why? Because before we form a habit we need the reward within the first 

millisecond of stimuli. In Lean Startup world this relates to the principle of identifying your problem 

before a solution since the problem drives your solution and not vice versa. The psychology behind this 

is that customers don’t care whether your solution took you 1000 hours or just 1. They just want to 

know how it will fix their problem.   

Example: the toothbrush 

In early 20th century America brushing your teeth didn’t exist. In fact, teeth rotting was such an epidemic 

that during World War I government officials declared poor dental hygiene a national security risk. 

Gross! But that changed not through government awareness, but rather the genius marketing campaign 

of Claude Hopkins. Claude and his approach are the reason products like Goodyear and Quaker Oats are 

household names. He set out to tackle the void of brushing your teeth through his Hawking Toothpaste. 
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His approach is simple, identify a problem then anchor their solution (the product) to that problem. The 

habit was created by using cue’s to hook a customer’s problem to their product.  

The problem he set out to capture was dental hygiene, and he had to find a cue to attach to the problem 

that led to his toothpaste. The following is his frame to do this: 

Customer’s first impression: “Just run your tongue across your teeth. You’ll feel a film – that’s 

what makes your teeth look ‘off color’ and invites decay.”  

Then after pictures of white smiles (The reward), it would say, “Note how many pretty teeth are 

seen everywhere. Millions are using a new method of teeth cleaning. Why should any woman 

have dingy film on her teeth? Pepsodent removes the film!” 

Within 10 years of this campaign, toothpaste usage expanded from 7% to 65%. 

 

III. Why: Golden Rule of Habit Change 

The recipe for transformation is simple: Apply belief (B), then identify what the current habit is fulfilling 

and provide an equal or greater solution (CR). 

T= B*CR 

B= Belief. It is the basis to all change. A little bit of belief requires a high or greater level of effectiveness 

to Cue/Reward Sandwich.   

CR: Cue/ Reward Sandwich. The ability to cue to a problem and provide a solution. 

Example: AA 

Through an unscientific, unstructured, and largely arbitrary system, AA can be a proven solution for 

alcoholics. The basis it is simple. For alcoholics, alcohol provides happiness, relaxation, and belonging. 

Alcoholism doesn’t just disappear, but you can replace the habit of drinking by having a cue (AA group) 

that provides an equal or greater solution to that problem (happiness, relaxation, belonging).  

 

Phase 3: Habits of Successful Organizations 

I’ve condensed 3 chapter to discuss the most important concepts he touches on about habits in your 

organization.  

 - How to spread habits 

 - Willpower is a result not a process 

 - How to create habits through accident and design 
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I. How to Spread Habits 

Like in individuals, habits are a side effect to the process.  

Often managers and organization take a result based approach when it comes to culture. The goal is ROI 

and EBITDA and part of that are habits affecting these numbers. However, the problem lies in the 

process, which is a byproduct of a companies “norms”.  These “norms” don’t just leave because you ask 

them to or even demand them too. Norms are like the old saying “You can’t teach an old dog new 

tricks”. They need to be transformed at the source in ways compliant with section II above.  

Example: Paul O’Neil at Alcoa 

The author uses the story of Paul O’Neill to demonstrate this. Paul took over as CEO at Fortune 500 

manufacturer Alcoa. At the time Alcoa was struggling, and Paul set out to fix the broken norms that led 

to terrible habits. He started one day one in his speech to investors by focusing on worker safety rather 

than any investor buzzword metrics. People thought he was crazy, but in the 11 years post him taking 

over their income had risen 500% and market capitalization had increased by $27 billion.  

How exactly did he do this: By focusing on a keystone and instituting a better habit loop. A keystone 

habit is a habit that causes a chain reaction of habit disruption.  Whenever there was an injury (cue), the 

unit president was required to provide Paul with an injury report and a plan to fix that within 24 hours 

(routine). Compliance led to promotion, since promotion was contingent on compliance with this 

requirement (reward).  

Paul’s success was due to his emphasis on the process, specifically channeling the habit loop with a 

keystone habit that permeated worker safety. 

 

II. Willpower is a process driven result 

This one is simple and requires no deeper clarification. Our willpower is result driven. My favorite 

example is working out and eating healthy. Those two go hand in hand. When you workout, you eat 

good because you don’t want to waste your time. However, when you don’t do either, both activities is 

hindered and in danger of neglect. Therefore, in order to overcome the barriers to this, you must focus 

on the process that is a driver to your willpower. 

III. How to create habits through accident and design 

Habits, just like our political system, don’t react much unless an issue is dire. For example, if your not 

noticeably getting fatter, or it’s not effecting your health, how likely would you be to make a change? 

For 99% of us, myself included, not likely. Politically, if it’s not in the news, do politicians care? Not 

really. 

Bill Gates has an AWESOME quote about this when it comes to the danger of success. 
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“Success is a lousy teacher. It seduces smart people into thinking they can’t lose” 

- Bill Gates 

As a business leader you need to understand this when it comes to habits. It’s very difficult to change 

when there doesn’t seem to be a reason. In contrast, if there’s a serious problem and a serious accident 

happens, you can capitalize and implement your habit loop. 

Example: Rhode Island Hospital 

Duhigg uses the example of Rhode Island Hospital. In the early 2000’s they were considered to be one of 

the nation’s leading medical institutions. However, a snowball effect due to toxic doctors mistreating 

nurses and rejecting their input led to a series of tragic operating room mistakes. This obviously led to 

fines and crippling publicity. However, their new Chief Quality Officer used this an example to 

implement video cameras in operating rooms, mandated checklists for surgery, and an anonymous 

reporting system. The result- the hospital has earned significant accolades in recent years for the quality 

of its care.  

Example: Great Atlanta Fire of 1917 

This is a sad example but the Great Atlanta Fire of 1917 allowed the city to rebuild. In a very sad way 

they were able to get back to the drawing board and improve. In comparison, anyone that’s been to 

Boston knows the complexity of a system that’s been piling on since the beginning of our country.   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Like What You See? To learn more check 

this out! 
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